
Upper Mesh Grille (includes:)
Mesh Frame
Mesh Section
Emblem Surround
Lower Mesh Grille (includes:)
Mesh Frame
Mesh Section
Hardware Kit (components listed below)
Mounting Brackets for Emblem Surround
1.006” x .187” x .062” Black Plastic Washers
8-32 ESNA Half Nuts S.S. 
.156 x 1” Vinyl Cap
Black Edge Guard
#6 x 3/4” T-10 Torx Pin Head Screws
#6 x 1-1/2” T-10 Torx Pin Head Screws
T-10 Torx Pin Head Tool
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************
1094-0034-07
1094-0040-07
1094-0035-07
************
1094-0022-07
1094-0021-07
1094-1902-07
1108-0158-97
1999-0264-00
1999-0065-00
1999-0241-00
1999-0095-00
1999-0108-00
1999-0272-00
1999-0107-00

Description Part No.Quantity

IMPORTANT: PLEASE RETAIN THIS INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
2007-10 GMC Yukon &

Yukon XL 2 Piece 
Mesh Grille

H 15 G7R

Mesh Part Number 1094-0104-07

1. Apply masking tape to the factory chrome grille surround to
protect the chrome finish from possible scratches.

2. Open  the hood and remove the factory 10mm hex bolts
and the factory 7mm hex screws securing the factory the
grille.

3. Carefully tape around the GMC emblem and emblem
base. Apply several layers of masking tape across the
top factory grille fin to protect the finish during the fol-
lowing grille installation.
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4. Align the upper mesh grille frame into the factory grille
and mark the upper stud locations onto the masking
tape applied to the top fin.
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WARNING! PLEASE HANDLE WITH CARE. THE EDGES OF THE
STAINLESS STEEL TRIM ARE EXTREMELY SHARP!
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5. Drill 1/4” diameter holes in a slot formation, centered
over the marks made in the prevoius step. Make sure
the slot is 3/8” to 1/2” wide.



Shop Tip: E&G recommends using a small ratcheting
tool and a short 9mm socket to install the ESNA nuts

as access behind the grille is limited.

7. Tape up the faced and edges of the emblem sur-
round and paint the mounting studs black to help
conseal them once the surround is installed.

8. Align the mesh and frame into the factory grille open
ing, making sure that the upper mounting studs pass
throught the slots drilled in step 5.

9. Make sure the mesh is centered around the GMC
emblem and install a black plastic washer and an
8-32 ESNA nut onto each stud and tighten.

11. Carefully remove the masking tape from the factory
grille frame by peeling it back over itself (as shown).
Do not allow the tape to break or you will have to
loosen the grille and move it out to access the tape.

After the protective liner is peeled off the stainless steel grille sec-
tions, E&G recommends wiping the excess glue residue with
adhesive remover on a soft cloth to loosen the remaining glue.
Once the glue is removed, use glass cleaner or alcohol and a solf
cloth to remove the adhesive remover residue. 

DO NOT USE ABRASIVE CLEANERS OF ANY TYPE ON THE
GRILLE.
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6. Trim the closed end from the black silicone sleeve and install
it onto the bottom center mounting stud.
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10. Install the emblem surround through the mesh and
and make sure it is centered around the factory
emblem. It may be nexessary to cut reliefs in the fac
tory grille for stud clearance. Install the supplied
mounting brackets using 8-32 ESNA half nuts and
tighten.



15. Carefully align the lower grille mesh and frame in place.
16. Install the lower grille using the supplied 2” torx pin

head screws in the center holes. Use the supplied torx
tool and a slow speed drill and allow the torx pin head
screws to self tap into the lower factory plastic panel.
DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN or you will strip out the plastic.

13. Before aligning the lower grille, remove the upper
white license plate mounting plastic inserts. These
inserts will prevent the lower grille from fitting flush
against the factory lower panel if they remain in
place. The license plate will be retained by the lower
screws only.

14. Once the protective covering is removed from the lower
grille and the glue residue removed, install the black
edge guard around the perimeter of the grille.

12. Once the protective covering is removed from the upper
grille and the glue residue removed, install the black
edge guard to the top edge.

17. Install the supplied 3/4” torx pin head screws into the
outer four (4) mounting holes. Use the supplied torx tool
and a slow speed drill and allow the torx pin head
screws to self tap into the lower factory plastic panel.
DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN or you will strip out the plastic.

18. Finished installation.
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On our website you’ll find a wide variety of high-quality car & truck custom grilles from E&G Classics.

https://www.carid.com/eg-classics/
https://www.carid.com/custom-grilles.html



